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Batisite was reported to be a nonlinear optical material showing second harmonic generation. Using
dielectric spectroscopy and polarization measurements, we provide a thorough investigation of the
dielectric and charge-transport properties of this material. Batisite shows the typical characteristics of a
linear lossy dielectric. No evidence for ferro- or antiferroelectric polarization is found. As the
second-harmonic generation observed in batisite points to a non-centrosymmetric structure, this material is
piezoelectric, but most likely not ferroelectric. In addition, we found evidence for hopping charge transport
of localized charge carriers and a relaxational process at low temperatures.

B

atisite, Na2Ba(TiO)2Si4O12, was reported to show second-harmonic generation (SHG), implying a nonlinear dielectric susceptibility at optical frequencies1. As SHG (at least in its leading electric-dipole order)
requires the absence of crystalline inversion symmetry, this finding points to a non-centrosymmetric
structure of this material2,3. Indeed such a structure (space group Ima2) was reported for batisite in ref. 4.
However, it should be noted that in ref. 5 a crystal-structure refinement of batisite was found to be well consistent
with a centric structure (Imam). Generally, non-centrosymmetric crystals are piezoelectric and piezoelectricity
indeed was reported for batisite6. However, the lack of inversion symmetry can, in addition, also lead to ferro- or
antiferroelectricity, whose possible occurrence in this material was never checked. These polar states show typical
signatures in dielectric spectroscopy, e.g., a peak or jump in the temperature dependence of the dielectric constant
e9, and a hysteresis in the electric-field dependent polarization7. In the present work, we provide a thorough
investigation of the temperature and frequency dependence of the dielectric properties and conductivity of
batisite. In addition, polarization measurements are reported. We find no indications of ferro- or antiferroelectric
order. Batisite is a lossy dielectric and shows the signature of hopping charge transport and a weak relaxational
process.

Results
Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of the dielectric constant e9 (a) and the conductivity s9 (b) of batisite
as measured for various frequencies. At high frequencies, e9(T) exhibits moderate temperature dependence only;
e.g., for 3.53 MHz it increases by about a factor of three between 62 and 666 K [Fig. 1(a)]. In contrast, at low
frequencies e9(T) rises up to about 104 at high temperatures. Such high values of the dielectric constant, sometimes
termed ‘‘colossal dielectric constants’’, can be caused by many different physical mechanisms8, including ferroelectric ordering. In a typical ferroelectric, when approaching the phase transition at Tc from high temperatures,
e9(T) strongly increases and starts to decrease again below Tc7. Thus, when considering the 1 Hz curve in Fig. 1(a),
at first glance one may suspect a ferroelectric phase transition at a temperature beyond the investigated temperature range. However, the strong frequency dependence of e9, observed already at very low frequencies, speaks
against ferroelectric ordering of batisite.
The conductivity of batisite [Fig. 1(b)] exhibits a general trend to increase with increasing temperature as
expected for a non-metallic material. Superimposed to this trend, maxima or shoulders appear in s9(n), which
shift to higher temperatures with increasing measurement frequency. Taking into account the general relation e0
/ s9/n, comparable peaks also arise in the dielectric loss, e0(T) (not shown). Such a behaviour is typical for
relaxation processes, which can be caused, e.g., by the reorientation of dipolar degrees of freedom in response to
the ac electric field9,10. The loss peaks should be accompanied by a steplike decrease of e9(T) at low temperatures,
where the mobility of the dipolar entities becomes too slow to follow the alternating field. Indeed such steps are
observed in Fig. 1(a), especially at T , 300 K where they are not concealed by the strong increase of e9 towards
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Figure 1 | Temperature dependence of the measured electrical properties
of batisite. Dielectric constant (a) and conductivity (b) are show as
obtained at various frequencies (for the sake of clarity, curves are only
shown for part of the investigated frequencies). The inset shows the
conductivity at 1 Hz, which corresponds to the dc conductivity at T .
400 K, in an Arrhenius representation.

very high values, mentioned above (e.g., for the curve at 1 Hz the
point of inflection of the step is located at about 180 K).
In most of the frequency and temperature ranges covered by our
experiments, s9 strongly increases with frequency [Fig. 1(b)]. For the
higher temperatures, where the relaxation peaks no longer contribute
to s9, this increase signifies ac conductivity arising from the hopping
of localized charge carriers as will be explained in more detail in the
next paragraph. However, at the lowest frequencies and high temperatures, s9 does not depend on frequency. This becomes obvious,
e.g., by the agreement of the 1 and 4.76 Hz curves at T . 500 K in
Fig. 1(b). In this region, the frequency independent s9 can be identified with the dc conductivity of batisite. Comparing the curve at
1 Hz with that at the next-lowest measured frequency of 1.7 Hz (not
shown in Fig. 1), indicates that s9(T) at 1 Hz corresponds to the dc
conductivity for temperatures above about 400 K. sdc obtained in
this way is plotted in the inset of Fig. 1 in Arrhenius representation.
The found absence of a linear region in sdc(1/T) demonstrates that
the dc conductivity of batisite does not follow the thermally activated
behaviour expected for conventional band conduction, i.e., sdc /
exp[2Es/(kBT)], with an activation energy Es. This finding points to
electronic hopping conductivity, where such deviations are commonly observed11,12. It also indicates that the hopping transport in
batisite most likely is not of ionic nature, which commonly leads to
Arrhenius behaviour of the dc conductivity (see, e.g., refs. 13,14).
Finally, it should be noted that the results of Fig. 1 reveal that batisite
is a poor conductor. For example, at room temperature the conductivity at 1 Hz reaches values as low as 10-12 S/cm. This value would be
too low to be detected by most conventional four-point techniques
SCIENTIFIC REPORTS | 4 : 6020 | DOI: 10.1038/srep06020

Figure 2 | Frequency dependence of the measured electrical properties of
batisite. The dielectric constant (a), dielectric loss (b) and conductivity (c)
are shown as obtained at various temperatures. The lines are fits of the
spectra at 501 and 601 K using Eqs. (1) and (2), performed simultaneously
for e9 and s9 [the lines in (b) were calculated from those in (c)].

and only the extremely high sensitivity of the used dielectric devices
enables its detection.
Figure 2 shows the frequency dependence of the dielectric permittivity [real and imaginary part; frames (a) and (b), respectively] and
the conductivity (c) of batisite measured at various temperatures.
While at low temperatures (open symbols) e9(n) is only weakly frequency dependent, at higher temperatures (closed symbols) it exhibits a smooth decrease with increasing frequency. Similar behaviour
is found for e0(n). In s9(n), the high-temperature spectra show a
plateau at low frequencies before starting to increase with increasing
frequency. At lower temperatures a continuous increase is observed
throughout the whole frequency range. This overall behaviour of
e9(n), e0(n) and s9(n) is typical for hopping conductivity of localized
charge carriers, which leads to an approximate power-law increase of
the conductivity, s9 / ns with s , 111,15. Such behaviour correspond
to the so-called ‘‘universal dielectric response’’ (UDR), observed in
various materials16. Taking into account the dc conductivity sdc, one
arrives at
s’~sdc zs0 ns

ð1Þ

(s0 is a prefactor). Via the Kramers-Kronig relation, Eq. (1) leads to a
corresponding power law in the imaginary part of the conductivity,
namely s0 5 tan(sp/2)s0ns (ref. 16). As the dielectric constant is
2
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directly related to s0 via e9 5 s0/(2pne0) (with e0 the permittivity of
vacuum), hopping conduction is expected to lead to
e’~tanðsp=2Þ s0 =ð2pe0 Þ ns{1 ze? :

ð2Þ

Here e‘ was added to account for the high-frequency limit of the
dielectric constant arising from the ionic and electronic polarizability. Equation (2) implies a divergence of the dielectric constant for
low frequencies, which explains the high values of e9 revealed in
Figs. 1(a) and 2(a)8. To check if hopping conductivity indeed governs
the high-temperature dielectric response of batisite, we have fitted
the spectra for 501 and 600 K using Eqs. (1) and (2). The fits were
simultaneously performed for e9(n) and s9(n). In e9(n) a good agreement of fit and experimental data was obtained. However, in the loss
and conductivity only the results at the lower frequencies could be
well described by this approach while marked deviations show up at
high frequencies. They can be ascribed to the influence of the relaxation process, already mentioned in the above discussion of Fig. 1(b).
The fit curves shown as lines in Fig. 2 were thus obtained by disregarding the results at the highest frequencies.
Just as for the temperature dependence, relaxation processes
should lead to peaks in the frequency dependence of e0, too9,10.
Already in Fig. 2(b) such behaviour can be suspected for the lower
temperatures (open symbols) and it becomes clearly obvious in the
magnified view of this region provided by Fig. 3. The detected loss
peaks strongly shift to lower frequencies with decreasing temperature, finally dropping out of the investigated frequency window.
This mirrors the continuous slowing down of the relaxational
dynamics. Via the relation t < 1/(2pnp), the relaxation time t, characterizing the mobility of the relaxing entities, can be estimated from
the peak frequencies np9. The inset of Fig. 3 shows the obtained
temperature dependence of t in Arrhenius representation. The found
nearly linear increase of log[t(1/T)] corresponds to thermally acti-

Figure 3 | Frequency dependence of the dielectric loss of batisite. The
spectra were measured at various temperatures (from top to bottom:
349 K, 322 K, 300 K, 276 K, 250 K, 226 K, 200 K, 174 K, 150 K, 110 K,
62 K; to keep Fig. 1 readable, only part of these temperatures were shown
there). The inset shows the temperature dependence of the relaxation times
calculated from the loss-peak frequencies in an Arrhenius representation.
The red line is a linear fit demonstrating thermally activated behaviour
with an energy barrier of 0.52 eV. The blue line shows a fit with the VFT law
(t0 5 1.1 3 10211 s, B 5 2100 K, TVF 5 78 K).
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vated behaviour, t / exp(E/kBT). From the slope of the linear fit
curve (red line in the inset of Fig. 3) we deduce a hindering barrier E
5 0.52 eV. However, a close inspection of the inset of Fig. 3 reveals a
small but systematic deviation of log[t(1/T)] from linear behaviour.
The blue line is a fit with the empirical Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann
(VFT) law, t 5 t0 exp[B/(T 2 TVF)]17–19, which leads so somewhat
better agreement with the experimental data. In analogy to the interpretation of the commonly found VFT behaviour of supercooled
liquids10,20–22, this finding seems to indicate an increasing cooperativity of the relaxational motions at low temperatures.
To further investigate the possible occurrence of ferroelectricity in
batisite, Fig. 4 shows the results of electric-field dependent polarization measurements performed between 60 and 600 K. For ferroelectric materials, characteristic P(E) hysteresis curves exhibiting a
saturation of P at high absolute values of the field are expected7.
However, Fig. 3 reveals purely elliptical hysteresis loops without
any trace of saturation effects. Such behaviour is typical for lossy
capacitors and can be explained without invoking any ferroelectric
ordering when considering the relation P 5 e0(e 2 1)E. For any
dielectric material, contributions to the dielectric loss (e.g., the dc
conductivity) make e a complex quantity. This causes a phase shift
between P and E explaining the observed ellipses. Subtracting a horizontal ellipse from the measured hysteresis should correct for these
loss contributions and reveal the in-phase component only. For the
present results this procedure leads to the solid lines in Fig. 4. The
grey dashed lines represent linear fit curves, demonstrating purely
linear polarization in batisite.

Discussion
Batisite reveals the typical signatures of hopping conductivity of
localized charge carriers leading to the characteristic ns power law
of the frequency-dependent conductivity. In principle, such a power
law can arise for both ionic and electronic hopping transport.
However, for crystalline materials electronic conductivity is the more
common charge-transport process and the found deviations of the dc
conductivity of batisite from an Arrhenius law (inset of Fig. 1) also
point to electron hopping11,12. In electronic conductors, charge-carrier localization of electrons or holes is driven by disorder. It can be
due to an amorphous structure or substitutional disorder caused by
doping11,15, both not being applicable for the present case. However,
localization of charge carriers and hopping conductivity even can

Figure 4 | Ferroelectric polarization P of batisite. P is shown as a function
of external electric field E at 113 Hz and three temperatures (symbols). The
coloured lines show the results corrected for loss contributions by
subtracting horizontal ellipses. The grey dashed lines are linear fits
demonstrating a perfectly linear behaviour of the corrected P(E) curves.
3
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occur in nominally pure, crystalline materials due to slight deviations
from stoichiometry or lattice imperfections. For example, hopping
conductivity was also found in numerous single-crystalline transition-metal oxides (see, e.g., refs. 8,23–26). A similar mechanism
can be assumed for batisite.
In addition, we found evidence for a relaxational process at the
lower temperatures, T , 350 K, revealing an energy barrier of the
relaxing entities of about 0.5 eV. The static dielectric constant es of
this relaxation process, which can be read off from the upper plateau
value of the corresponding steps in Fig. 1(a), is about 15–20. This
moderate value speaks against a non-intrinsic origin of this spectral
feature due to electrode polarization, which usually leads to much
larger values of es8,27. Intrinsic relaxational processes can arise from
the reorientation of dipolar molecules (or molecule parts) or from the
off-centre motion of a charged particle within a double (or multiple)
well potential. The structure of batisite comprises distorted transition-metal oxygen octahedra (TiO6) with the titanium ions at offcentre positions. One may speculate that motions of the titanium
ions within the distorted octahedra lead to the observed relaxation,
similar to the mechanism recently proposed to explain the relaxation
processes in various perovskite rare-earth manganites28.
We find no indications of ferroelectric order in the dielectric
properties of batisite. One may ask if contributions from the detected
conductivity could obscure the expected signatures of polar order in
the dielectric constant. At first, as mentioned above, the conductivity
of batisite is rather low. In literature there are many reports where
clear signatures of ferroelectricity in dielectric data where found for
materials having much higher conductivity than batisite. Examples
from our group are CdCr2S429 with a room-temperature conductivity
of 1026 S/cm30, k-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu[N(CN)2]Cl with a conductivity
at the ferroelectric transition of about 1025 S/cm31, or magnetite32
with a conductivity between 1023 and 10211 S/cm below the
Verwey transition33. As discussed above, only the ac conductivity,
i.e. the ns power law contributes to the dielectric constant. An inspection of Fig. 1(a) reveals that this is only the case for the lower frequencies and temperatures above about 300 K. At T , 300 K, only a
small dielectric constant of the order of 10 and no peak is seen, both
indicating the absence of ferroelectric order. At higher temperatures,
e9 starts to assume high values at low frequencies due to hopping
conductivity. However, these conductivity contributions obviously
play no role at the highest frequencies, above some 100 kHz. The fact
that no peak and only moderate values of e9 are seen here, also points
to the absence of ferroelectric ordering. However, it should be noted
that in a special class of ferroelectric materials, the order-disorder
ferroelectrics, the signature of ferroelectricity can become suppressed
at high frequencies7,31. Thus we cannot completely rule out that the ac
conductivity contribution in batisite has just the right amplitude,
temperature and frequency dependence to hide the signature of
order-disorder ferroelectricity in Fig. 1(a) but such a scenario at least
seems unlikely.
The absence of ferroelectricity is corroborated by our polarization
measurements, which provide no evidence for ferroelectric polarization in batisite and instead reveal the typical characteristics of a linear
lossy dielectric. This is in full accord with our findings from dielectric
spectroscopy. One should note that at the highest investigated temperatures, due to the non-negligible conductivity the P(E) measurements were restricted to relatively moderate fields (cf. inset of Fig. 4).
It is clear that we cannot fully exclude that batisite shows a ferroelectric transition at very high temperature, maybe even above the investigated temperature region, which would lead to the detection of
rather small dielectric-constant values at low temperatures (far below
the ferroelectric transition temperature, where a peak in e9(T) is
expected7) and which would make the detection of P(E) hysteresis
loops difficult.
In summary, within the investigated broad temperature and frequency space of the present work, no indications for the typical
SCIENTIFIC REPORTS | 4 : 6020 | DOI: 10.1038/srep06020

signatures of polar order in batisite are found making it unlikely that
this material is ferroelectric. As the SHG observed in batisite1 points
to a non-centrosymmetric structure, this material is piezoelectric6,
but most likely it is not ferroelectric. Precise structural investigations
of single-crystalline samples are planned to finally clarify this issue.

Methods
Polycrystalline samples of BaNa2Ti2Si4O14 (batisite) were synthesized by the standard
solid-state reaction route from BaCO3, dried (150uC) Na2CO3, TiO2 and SiO2. The
materials were thoroughly ground and mixed and subsequently heated to 200uC to
check for any weight loss, which was not observed. Subsequently the powder was
cold-pressed into pellets and reacted for 12 h at 900uC, then reground, and repelletized. The final sintering was done at 950uC in air for 24 h with 8 h periods for heating
and cooling. The resulting samples are of a white, greyish colour. Powder x-ray
diffraction proved the obtained material to be single phase. For the dielectric measurements, the sintered pellets were coated with silver paint contacts on opposite sides
of the disk-shaped samples.
The complex permittivity e* 5 e9 2 ie0 and the real part of the conductivity s9 at
frequencies 1 Hz # n # 6 MHz were determined using a frequency-response analyser (Novocontrol alpha-Analyser)10,34. The field-dependent polarization, P(E), was
measured using a ferroelectric analyser (TF2000, aixACCT). For sample cooling
between 62 and 300 K, a closed-cycle refrigerator was employed. Measurements from
room temperature up to 666 K were done in a home-made oven.
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